
Tuning of NMR System 

In this document, I will explain the tuning of NMR system, such that we can get a 90 

degrees or 
�

�
 pulse. We assume the impedance of the coil give maximum power 

transfer. 

There are 4 parameters in the system 

1. The external magnetic field,  � 
2. The NMR pulse frequency, ���� 
3. The level ( with is related to the power ), � 
4. The pulse duration,  Δ� 

According to Rabi precession theory, the Hamiltonian on the rotating frame is: 

�� = ����� − ����� +���� 

Where �� is the Larmor angular frequency of proton under magnetic field, the relation is: 

�� = ��� 

	�� is the gyroscopic constant of proton. its value is: 

�� = 267.5	
��	�	
 

In here, we assumed that the crystal internal field does not contribute to the magnetic 
field on the proton. 

And the �� is the Larmor angular frequency for the rotating frame, this is proportional to 
the level with a constant �. 

�� = �	� 

In a general case, the (���� −��)	does not cancel each other and make the rotation 
axis on the x-z plan. The rotation axis in the rotation frame is : 

� = |�|�cos��� , 0, sin���� 
|�| = ������ −���� + ��

� 

tan(�) = ���� −����

 

The magnitude of the rotation axis determines the angular frequency of the rotation. 



For a normalized polarization vector on z-axis, the locus of the tip of it will around the 
rotation axis and form a cone. The locus can be found by using Euler angle. 

� = �������������−���̂ 

By some algebra, the rotated polarization vector is: 

� = �cos��� sin��� �1 − cos����
−sin��� sin(�)

cos���� + sin����cos	(�) � 

The coil only sensitive to the transverse component, thus, the magnitude of the NMR 
signal is: 

� = sin����cos���� �1 − cos����� + sin�(�) 
 

The y axis is NMR signal amplitude, the x-axis is the angle of rotation �.  

From this graph, we can see the maximum may different from 90 degree when the 
rotation axis is not 90 degree. 

The 3-D view of the polarization vector in rotation frame is: 



 
the black arrows are the 3 axes, the green arrow is the rotation axis, the blue arrow is the polarization 

vector, and the red-arrow is the x-y projection of the blue arrow. the “ellipse” are the locus traced by the 
blue arrow and the red arrow. 

The level will affect 2 things. 1, the direction of rotation axis, a larger level, the rotation 
axis goes closer to x-axis and the angle of the rotation axis is closer to 90 degree. 
Therefore, a large level can tolerance more mis-match for the NMR frequency and the 
Larmor frequency. 2, the larger of the level, the rotation speed will faster. That mean for 
fixed pulse time, a larger angle of rotation will be result. To understand the total effect, I 
am going to use computer simulation. 

In our system, the proportional constant can be estimated by 

�� 	� = �
2

 

If the setting of 140 level and 5us pulse duration is a 90 degree pulse ( apprix.) then the 
proportional constant k is: 

�	140 × 5 × 10	� ≈
�
2

 

� ≈
�

1400
10� ≈ 2244 

If we put all experiment parameter into the NMR signal amplitude A. we have: 

�
=

sin �1
2
�	����� + �� − ����� ��√2���� + �� − ���� ����� + 2�� − ���� + ���� cos(�	����� + �� − ����) 



For � = 2244, we can contour plot A with time duration and level with different value of 
the �� − ���. 
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To understand these graphs, we can look at the cross section. Let’s start at �� −��� = 0	
��. For simplicity, we define,  

Ω = �� − ��� 
Which is the z-component of the rotation axis. 

When Ω = 0, the rotation axis always lay on the x-axis and the magnitude is �	�, thus, 
For maximum, we have follow equation: 



�	�	� = (2 + 1)
�
2

 

This is a hyperbolic curves appeared on the graph. 

For Ω = 0.4, we pick � = 5!"  
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The "p" pulse or reversion of the polarization vector 
In an ideal case, if the Ω = 0, the reversion will always give a same magnitude of NMR 
signal if the reversion time is smaller than the T1 relaxation time. However, it is not 
always the case.  

Suppose now the T2 relaxation time is very short, or shorter than the time between 2 
pulses. Thus, the transverse component will go away and only left with the z-component 
when the other pulse applies. Therefore, after every pulse, we only rotate the z-
component and calculated the NMR signal. 



 

The algorithm is : 

�#���� = �����.�����.���−��. � 

�
 = �#���� 
�
 = $#�% &'�
�, �
�() , �� = �#�'�0,0, �
��( �� = $#�% &'���, ���() , �� = �#�'�0,0, ����( �� = $#�% &'���, ���() , �� = �#�'�0,0, ����( �� = ⋯…. 

After some algebra, we have the series of A: 

�
 = sin����4 cos���� sin� &�
2
)+ sin���� 

�� = sin��� �cos���� + cos��� sin������4 cos���� sin� &�
2
)+ sin���� 

�� = sin��� �cos���� + cos��� sin�������4 cos���� sin� &�
2
)+ sin���� 

�� = sin��� �cos���� + cos��� sin�������4 cos���� sin� &�
2
)+ sin���� 

�� = ⋯ 

They all different from a ratio: 

����	


= �cos����+ cos��� sin����� 
Thus, when � = 90° 

����	


= 1 

For � = 180° 

����	


= cos	(2�) 
The result is logical. The A1 is a factor for a normalized polarization vector pointing at z-
axis. Thus, this factor will always appear in all An, and after each rotation, the z-
component will be factor by a ratio �cos���� + cos��� sin�����, which depends on both 
angle of rotation axis and the rotation angle.  



 

Tuning the pulse 
For simplicity, a large level can accept Ω ≠ 0 by approximate the rotation axis close to 
the x-axis. A large level mean a short pulse duration. By measure different time 
duration, we are able to plot something like this: 

 

Where the x-axis is the time and y-axis is the NMR signal. The graphic was plotted with 
Ω = 0.2, and � = 2244. When k is smaller, the graph will expand, and the minimum at 
2.2us will increase. When k is larger, the graph will contract, the minimum at 2.2us will 
decrease.  

 this is the same plot for k = 1600. 
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